FACULTY EVALUATION OF STUDENT READINESS FOR FIELDWORK IN THE PROFESSION OF OCCUPATIONAL THERAPY

Date: ____________________________ Rating Scale:  
2 = acceptable level  
1 = there is some concern  
0 = unacceptable level

Name: ____________________________

Observations of the student in academic and field experience settings:*  
Psychosocial Readiness
1. _____ Is sincere, respectful and courteous of others
2. _____ Is a self-starter, self-motivated and initiates work independently
3. _____ Has a positive self-concept and personal presentation
4. _____ Assumes responsibilities with positive attitude
5. _____ Is aware of own strengths and vulnerabilities
6. _____ Is able to give and receive feedback appropriately
7. _____ Demonstrates good interpersonal/communication skills

Cognitive Readiness
1. _____ Is able to integrate knowledge and use of theory
2. _____ Demonstrates awareness of client needs (ie safety)
3. _____ Recognizes and upholds importance of confidentiality and ethical practice
4. _____ Demonstrates effective skills in documentation and professional writing
5. _____ Demonstrates skills in organization and time management
6. _____ Demonstrates ability to use research in support of evidence-based practice
7. _____ Recognizes principles of management used in provision of OT services
8. _____ Is able to develop treatment plans which incorporate appropriate preparatory, purposeful and occupation-based activities
9. _____ Demonstrates ability to select and interpret results of evaluation tools
10. _____ Understands and demonstrates use of ethical behavior in academic and practice settings

Sensory-motor Readiness
1. _____ Manipulates splinting materials and adaptive equipment at beginning level
2. _____ Demonstrates beginning level skill in use of arts and crafts media
3. _____ Is able to use technology to support therapy interventions
4. _____ Is able to apply ergonomic principles in positioning and transfers
5. _____ Demonstrates ability to administer evaluation tools

Additional Comments: ______________________________________________________________

BASED ON THE ABOVE, THE FACULTY:

do/do not believe this student demonstrates readiness for Level II fieldwork placement

__________________________________________  
Faculty Representative

*Any student who receives a rating of “0” (unacceptable) in one item or who receives a rating of “1” (there is some concern) on four or more items will not be eligible for level II fieldwork placement.
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